| F e rm iv in Figure S1 . Identity-by-state (IBS) analysis. SNPs were compared pairwise, across the collection of strains, with each variant position scored according to the pattern of nucleotide conservation. IBS state 2 (IBS2) represents identical diploid genotypes (e.g. AA:AA, AT:AT), IBS1 loci share one allele (e.g. AA:AT; AC:AT) while IBS0 loci are completely different (e.g. AA:TT; AT:CG). Results were then smoothed using a 50 kb sliding window with a 25 kb step with individual windows categorized according to four genomic states IBS2 (<5% IBS1, <1% IBS0; green), IBS2|1 ( 5% IBS1, <1% IBS0; blue), IBS2|1|0 (( 5% IBS1, 1% IBS0; red) and IBS2|0 ((<5% IBS1, 1% IBS0; red).
